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Prince
The artist formerly known as Prince
The artist formerly known as ‘the artist formerly known as Prince’, who is now known as Prince

The Prince of  Darkness
Machiavelli’s Prince
Machiavelli’s book, The Prince

Prince Charming
Prince Not So Charming But Has A Lot Of  Money
The Little Prince
The Big Prince
Prince Michael, Son of  Michael
The Half-Blood Prince
The Half-Bloody Prince
Prince of  Persia
Prince Cilla, King of  the Desert
Simba
Eddie Murphy
The Fresh Prince of  Bel Air
My Wittle Pwince (he’s so cute and snuggly-wuggly!!!)
Jesse Jackson, Prince of  the Ivory Coast Kingdom of  Sanwi
Prince Frederic Von Anhalt
Prince of  Thieves

How did I get here?

Then send us an email!
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Seriously, do you know what’s going on?

Find our past issues online!
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What do you want to be drenched in at your graduation?  
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by A-DG

By MB

by JB

by BS

by BS

By NF
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The royal bachelor party schedule (all times Greenwich mean times)

1:00 PM: Top hat modeling
2:00 PM: Teatime
3:00PM: Saying the word ‘toilet’ out loud and then giggling ostentatiously
3:30PM: Warm ale
4:00 PM: More warm ale
5:00 PM: The sort of  experimentation that the guests hadn’t indulged in since their time in the boys’ 
dormitory at Eton
6:00 PM: Throwing stones at cockneys out of  the back of  a 
chauffeured Bentley
6:30 PM: Lukewarm ale
7:00 PM: Warm lager
7:30 PM: Boiled meat
8:00 PM: Polo (land)
9:00 PM: Polo (water)
10:00 PM: Leering at saucy tarts
10:30 PM: Scones with clotted cream
11:00 PM: Bedtime
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Reasons you stare at me in the library:

-I call him Arthur, he’s the monster that lives in my stomach that likes to make farting sounds especially 
when I’m in the library. Even if  I just ate, he wants you to know.

-I didn’t know I had to plug my headphones into the jack. Sarah Mclachlan for life!

-Am I really smacking my gum too loudly?

-I wanted every last bit of  my smoothie

-Rice cakes

-Apples

-Chips

-Asian cracker mix

-I had a loogie in my throat and tried to dislodge it before the door to the bathroom had completely 
closed
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-I watch 30 Rock and squeal

-Everyone sitting behind me watches me check my Facebook and their judgment stares sear into my 
back

-I stare back

-Were you the kid I macked it with at Stop Making Sense? Awkward.

-I hum S&M and daydream about it.
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block.

Remember that it’s not the end of  the world: In twenty years, nobody will ever even remember you 
went here, let alone the paper you’re writing. Take solace in the fact that no matter how good or bad your 
paper is, it will be forgotten.

Bang your head against the wall: 8$'('-+".*)$7.9":;7)'"/7<'"$'%4=%.97.9")*"9')")$'"=(%7.">;72'+"?*@7.9,"
Make sure to do it hard enough that you can feel your brain banging up against your skull, ‘cause you need 
to make sure it’s working and your brain can’t feel pain.

Bang your head against the keyboard: If  a thousand monkeys working a thousand typewriters can 
reproduce Shakespeare, you banging your head against your keyboard for a few hours can produce a 
passable paper.

Lose all hope and wallow in despair: According to Rousseau, in order for you to truly have rights, you 
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punch the walls, throw your laptop out the window, eat a gallon of  ice cream, and hit rock-bottom, for 
only then can you truly write a paper.

-That goose on campus was arrested for attacking someone at Hum Play. Upon returning to campus he 
was swiftly issued a presumptive AOD violation.

-500 students were consensually fondled at Stop Making Sense
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Repent!

- An article about pedo-staches was rejected from this week’s The Pamphlette after hitting too close to home 
for one of  the editors.

- Bon Appetit has declared a state of  scrounger emergency as available board points are at an all time low 
and stress levels are at an all time high. As a result they will no longer be offering forks, knives, or salt that 
has been left out in the rain.

- Homer’s Hut received a particularly startling wave of  obscenely drunk customers this weekend. Anyone 
who has no memory of  Friday or Saturday night is encouraged to pick up lost phones, credit cards, and 
$%/6!3.7+$'4"=*))/'+"*6 "@7.'"6(*5")$'"2%+$7'(,

- Some people went to Hum Play. Some other people didn’t.

- Next year The Pamphlette will be offering a half-credit course in Advanced List Making and Cobblering. 
Anyone interested is encouraged to email Professor Kissme Face. kface@reed.edu
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Mmmmm... clotted cream

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
GRADUATION AND IMPENDING

NUPTIALS


